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About IMLS

Who are we?
• The Institute of Museum and Library Services is the 

primary source of federal support for the nation's 
libraries and museums. 

What do we do?
• We advance, support, and empower America’s 

museums, libraries, and related organizations through 
grant-making, research, and policy development.



Structure of IMLS

Grants to 
States and 
Library 
Discretionary 
Programs
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Here is the general IMLS structure.  We are the Nation’s largest federal funder of Libraries and Museums. Our primary function is to award grants, and we also conduct research and evaluation and form policy.We are an independent Federal Agency that is part of Executive Branch, reporting directly to the President. Our Director is nominated by the President and confirmed by Congress. They serve four-year terms and alternate between library and museum professionals. Our immediate past Director, Crosby Kemper, was previously Director at the Kansas City Public Library. In the Office of Library Services, we’re headed by Cyndee Landrum.IMLS also has a Board, and we are also home to the President's Committee on the Arts and Humanities.



Director and Location

Cyndee Landrum, Deputy 
Director for Libraries and 
Acting IMLS Director



Annual IMLS Funding Today
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$26.8M increase over FY 2022, same level in 2023You can see it included Museum and Library discretionary programs, which are competitive grants. The majority of our budget goes toward the LSTA program and directly to the SLAAs.Overall program budget is determined by Congress, with a base amount of $1M for states, $100K for territories. Census Figures are referenced for changes in population.



    

• There is an 
order of 
precedent for 
laws governing 
federal grants 
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Here we see the order of precedent with the overarching law from our Constitution, followed by other Federal laws, then State laws.IMLS statute falls in the federal Law area, as part of Title 20 of the U.S. Code. Also in this area is the “Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards,” known as the “Uniform Grants Guidance,” which are in the Code of Federal Regulations, specifically in 2 C.F.R. Part 200. 



Federal Legislation and Regulations*

• Museum and Library Services Act 
(IMLS Statute), which includes:
• Library Services and Technology Act

• Uniform Grants Guidance
• In the Code of Federal Regulations 

at 2 C.F.R. Part 200

*NOTE: we have more IMLS grant-related legislation and 
regulations, but we’ll focus on these two 
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The IMLS Statute is one of two pieces of Congressional legislation that is required before IMLS can issue an award.  The IMLS Statute, known as the Museum and Library Services Act, gives the agency the authority to provide assistance.  The second piece of legislation is the annual appropriation.  Although not outlined here, there are also national policy requirements including nondiscrimination standards and environmental requirements.  These are items included in the grant assurances that the chief signs. Other legislation, such as the National Museum of African American History and Culture Act, also affect IMLS programs.Then there are regulations, which are not passed directly by Congress.  The Office of Management and Budget is responsible for the Uniform Grants Guidance in the Code of Federal Regulations in Chapter 2, and we generally focus on 2 C.F.R. part 200.  These regulations cover the ”Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards.”  They are regulations that all federal grant programs have to follow, not just for libraries, museums and archives.

https://imls.gov/grants/manage-your-award/administration/legal-references
https://imls.gov/grants/manage-your-award/administration/legal-references


LSTA Includes Definitions

• Library
• Public, school, tribal, academic, research, special

• Library consortium
• State

• 50 states, DC, 5 territories, 3 freely associated states
• SLAA (you)

• Charged by law to carry out library services
• State plan
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Note that these definitions are not strictly aligned with eligibility.  States determine eligibility for their LSTA Grants to States funding, because LSTA specifies this (remember that LSTA is higher in the order of precedent than state laws).  Because the IMLS statute defines “state” to include the three freely associate states, it means we work with 59 state entities, whereas the National Endowment for the Humanities and the National Endowment for the Arts only work with 56.  



Purposes and Priorities of LSTA

• There are 12 LSTA purposes (20 U.S.C. § 9121)
• They broadly cover library services through areas such as access, 

resource sharing, partnerships, library workforce, and preservation

• They are tied to the Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirement

• There are also 8 Grants to States priorities within LSTA (20 U.S.C. 
§ 9141) 
• They are similarly broad and also reference underserved audiences

• They are tied to the Five-Year Plan and incorporate the purposes

• IMLS itemizes both the purposes and priorities on our website: 
https://imls.gov/grants/grants-state/purposes-and-priorities-lsta

https://imls.gov/grants/grants-state/purposes-and-priorities-lsta


Other Practical Implications of LSTA

• Everything funded with LSTA has to connect back to the five-year 
plan

• Construction is unallowable: 
• No tearing down walls, laying fiber, pouring concrete, installing permanent 

things. Ask yourself “Could I move it if I needed to?”
• You CAN purchase a justified item (e.g., HVAC unit), and if it requires 

extensive installation, pay for the install separately and not count it as Match
• And generally yes to: privacy pod installation, bookmobile retrofits, hearing 

loop wiring, self-serve lockers
• You must comply with the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) if 

you use LSTA funds for internet-related things



At this workshop we'll cover:

• Allowable costs (and unallowable costs!)
• Certification responsibilities
• SPR and eGMS tip reminders
• Other grant opportunities
• One-on-one meetings for assistance and questions



Programmatic topics:

• Sharing out projects from each SLAA
• Presentation from Kāhuli Leo Le’a
• Tour of the Pacific Collection at 

Hamilton Library



FYI...

https://www.atalm.org/conference-2024/
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Want to host more pacific island organizations that contribute to cultural heritage

https://www.atalm.org/conference-2024/


Questions?
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Happy to take questions!
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